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ABSTRACT
TUI or Tangible User Interface is a type of interfaces that merges
the physical and digital. They are usually opposed to Graphical User
Interface, or GUI, where the physical devices (e.g. keyboard and
mouse) and the digital objects displayed (e.g. mouse cursor, buttons,
...) are distinct. According to the state of the art, TUIs offers a lot of
promised advantages. Hence bringing a GUI into the tangible could
be beneficial to the players’ outcomes. This paper presents such
conversion, using a nursing students training game, and the choices
made during such design. Clone, the game, teaches scheduling to
nursing students in France. The TUI recreates Clone’s scheduling
interface using 3d printed tokens and board and connects those
object to the game using image recognition and pattern on the
bottom of the 3d printed elements.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in inter-
action design; • Applied computing → Interactive learning
environments.
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RÉSUMÉ
Les TUIs ou Tangible User Interfaces (Interface utilisateur tangibles)
sont un type d’interface qui combine physique et numérique. Elles
sont généralement opposées aux Graphical User Interfaces, ou GUI
(Interface utilisateur graphique) où les éléments physiques (c.à.d.
clavier/souris) et les éléments numériques affichés (c.à.d. curseur
de souris, boutons,...) sont séparés. En regardant la littérature, les

TUIs sembleraient offrir un grand nombre de bénéfices. Convertir
une GUI en TUI pourrait alors améliorer les résultats utilisateurs.
Ce papier présente une telle conversion d’un jeu éducatif pour
les élèves infirmiers, ainsi que les choix effectués pendant cette
conversion. Clone, le jeu, enseigne la planification à des élèves
infirmiers français. La nouvelle TUI recrée la partie planification
de Clone en utilisant des objets et un terrain de jeu imprimés en
3D et connecte ces pièces au jeu en utilisant de la reconnaissance
d’image et des symboles distinctifs placés sous les objets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Tangible User Interfaces
The name Tangible User interface (TUI) is used to describe a broad
range of interfaces which let users interact through physical ob-
jects [4]. TUIs, originally called Tangible bits, were formally intro-
duced by Brygg Ullmer and Hiroshi Ishii in 1997 [10], along with a
lot of different perspectives to what could be donewith them. For ex-
ample an interactive information grid [11] or information bricks [5].
According to Hornecker et al.[9], while TUIs encompass a large
spectrum of interfaces, they ’share the following characteristics:
tangibility and materiality, physical embodiment of data, embodied
interaction and bodily movement as an essential part of interaction,
and embeddedness in real space’. Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs)
are usually defined in opposition to the more standard Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs). GUIs’ user interacts through physical input
devices (e.g. mouse and keyboard) on a entirely digital interface.
GUIs are relatively indirect and loosely coupled [14] whereas TUIs
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provide a much closer coupling between the physical and the digi-
tal – to the extent that the distinction between input and output
becomes increasingly blurred’[14]. This paper presents the conver-
sion (tangibilisation) of a digital interface into a token+constraint
[21] tangible interface. Ultimately, our goal is to study the impact
(usability, motivation,...) of this tangibilisation and see wether we
can get benefits shown in other studies [6, 8, 11, 15, 20]. This paper
focuses on the design choices made to recreate the GUI as a TUI.

2 INTERFACES
2.1 Original GUI : A nursing care’s scheduling

training game
Clone is a simulation game dedicated to scheduling training for
nursing students. In its original GUI form, the user interacts using
the mouse. Clone’s gameplay centres around two activities: schedul-
ing and executing. For the conversion, we decided to focus only on
the scheduling part as the executing isn’t well suited for such con-
version as it is a much more complex gameplay. The scheduling’s
GUI can be seen in fig. 1.

Figure 1: Clone schedule’s GUI with Patients (Blue lines),
Steps (Red columns). On top of the schedule are the work-
loads (green) for each steps; each time, one for the Nurse
(orange) and the Assistant (yellow).

The daily calendar (fig. 1) is split into steps (red columns), each
representing a stage in the typical daily nursing care and patient
(blue lines). As feedback there are two total workloads for each
steps, one for the nurse’s activities for that step (redhead person,
top one) and one for the nurse’s assistant’s activities for that step
(blond person, bottom one).

To schedule a new activity, the user uses a sub-interface (fig. 2).
This sub-interface focuses on one of the slots (intersection of a
patient’s line and a step’s column). In this sub-interface, activities
can be selected from the left (blue) and dropped in the selected step
(red middle). The workload (green) is also shown with only the
selected patient workload on the left and the whole step workload
on the right. Activity delegation can be done for the activities that
allow it by drag and dropping the actor from the delegation list
(yellow) on an already schedule activity.

Figure 2: Individual care plan. : Clone’s sub-interface where
the user schedules and delegates activities for one step and
one patient

2.2 GUI to TUI
The tangible object is designed to stay as close as possible to the
digital version (fig. 3) but using a modular-board and tokens, all
3D-printed. The information is organised in the same way with
lines for patients and columns for steps. One absent feedback is
the workload (Nurse and Nurse Assistant in fig. 1) which is not
directly visible on the physical object but will still be updated on
the screen in real time. Instead of a sub-interface (fig. 2) to drag and
drop activities in the GUI, in the TUI the user pick activities tokens
and place them on the board.

Figure 3: The TUI design with the patients images (first col-
umn), the time steps (the columns), the activities (tokens at
the intersections of the patients and time steps)

2.3 Activity tokens’ symbols
In order to stay as similar as possible to the original, we forced
ourselves to make only the absolute necessary changes. One such
change was to redesign the icons on the activities’ tokens. In the
GUI interface the token uses symbols that reflect the category of the
activity which means that different activities have the same symbol
(see fig. 1). In the GUI, the user could always get the activity name
by hovering the icon. This is not be possible with our TUI’s object.
Therefore, we designed, with the help of one of the nurse teacher
involved in a Nursing School, a new icon for each activity (see
fig. 4). Those new TUI’s icons will then be implemented in the GUI.
A similar issue arised with activities’ delegation (to the assistant)
which wasn’t directly visible on the activity icon. In addition to
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new icons, we also added a coloured border to symbolise the actor
tasked with the activity (orange/red for the user’s character and
yellow for the assistant).

Figure 4: Original GUI’s Tokens (left) and newGUI andTUI’s
tokens (right). Borders indicate the delegation : orange for
the nurse and yellow for the nurse assistant

The results can be seen with some examples in fig. 4. Top-left
are both "Help with oral pill taking" yellow border for the nurse
assistant and orange for the nurse. Similarly bottom-left are both
"Hydration Surveillance", again with yellow border for the nurse
assistant and orange for the nurse. And on the right, two activities
that can’t be delegated to the nurse assistant : top "Distributing oral
pills" and bottom "Written reports transmission".

Figure 5: The tangible object is connected to the software
using a camera that reads pattern on the back of each token

3 THE TANGIBLE INTERFACE
INNER-WORKINGS

3.1 Technological solution
3.1.1 Techniques. The link between system based on TUIs and soft-
ware can be made in a variety of ways. When choosing a solution
we used the following criterion: object size, total cost, production
time, durability, transportability and user-friendliness. RFID chips
(see [7, 16, 19]) are quite durable and not too hard to transport
but they make prototype expensive with a lot of tokens and big as
their receivers’ ranges need to not overlap. Integrated circuits and
printed ones don’t have RFID’s size issue however they are far less
durable and are still expensive (per token). The solution we chose
was image detection. Image detection allows us to keep it cheap
(the only costly part would be the camera), easy to update and quite

durable (all the parts are 3D printed with some paper symbols) and
transportable (see fig. 5).

3.1.2 Patterns Detection software/libraries. For analysing the video
feed, there is multiple possible software, a lot of them focus on
Augmented Reality (AR). As an illustration:

• ReacTIVision [12] an open-source framework design for
table-based games [2, 22].

• OpenCv[1] is a library of functions focused around computer
vision and image computing [13, 23]

• ARTag a computer vision software for AR using 2D mark-
ers [3]

Such pattern recognition can be done in two ways: (1) by po-
sitioning a camera above the objects and detecting the patterns
from above [17], (2) by positioning a camera below the objects and
detecting the bottom pattern of the objects [22]. We decided to go
for the camera below the pattern (see fig. 6). It allowed us to hide
the technical parts for the user by putting the patterns below (or
not have to use a projector). This, however, meant that we would
need a transparent table for the camera to see the bottom of the
object. We went for a Plexiglas board with some sawhorses making
it easier for transport. We ended up with a 130x90 cm plexiglass
table and a 75.5x83 cm object with 14 patients, the maximum.

Figure 6: Both faces of a slotwith 3 activities. TheRecto (Top)
is what the user see while the Verso (Bottom) is what the
camera detect.

3.2 Patterns
When we designed our system, our main concern was to : have
activity token be small as to avoid having an overall object too
big (more than 1m in length) and have enough variability in the
patterns to hold all possible activities. After some evolutions (see
fig. 7) we ended up with the pattern seen in fig. 8. This pattern is
the results of multiple choices we made to answer multiple issue
we had.

• We first shifted from the QRCode to personalised pattern as
regular QR would have been to big for our use (we did not
find any libraries usable with openCV for MicroQR).

• We chose to concentrate the data by using colours instead of
the ’simple’ black and white binary. We chose 6 colours (Red,
Green, Blue, Magenta, Cyan and Yellow) to have colours as
different as possible.
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• Our initial idea was to use pattern matching to identify the
elements in our video feed. Our idea was to first detect the
border then identify the content. Hence we started with a
checkered border that would be very specific and so identifi-
able in our image.

• In one of our first optimisations, we use contour findings
to find the marker candidates. This meant that we needed a
line border.

• Our main evolution was to remove the pattern matching for
the identification and use a method that is more adapted to
our simple patterns : image cutting (and used in the Aruco
library). The idea is, knowing the numbers of ’bits’ in the
pattern, you cut average the colours in the bits’ area to get
the colour and that gives you the pattern values directly. This
means that it is be better to use larger borders to have every
element of the same size and it also reduces the number of
contours in the image and reduces false positives in marker
candidates.

• Finally, after realising that we would need a smaller than
anticipated number of different patterns, we reduced our
colours from 6 to 3. This made the colour identification sim-
pler as the software would not confuse some colours (mainly
yellow to green when it was not well lit).

Figure 7: The evolution of our pattern from QRCode to the
coloured version, from checkered border to line to heavy
line and from 6 to 3 colours

The final patterns (see fig. 8) are coded using coloured ’bits’.
Each of this ’bits’ is repeated to make it identical regardless of the
pattern’s orientation. The corresponding ’bits’ also provide some
error correction as the detection returns the most common colour
among them. To get the pattern’s value/id, we use a ternary system,
much like a white (0) and black (1) ’bits’ would use binary. Here
we have red(0), green(1) and blue(2). In fig. 8, you can see the an
activity pattern and a step pattern. The patients’ pattern are similar
to steps’ patterns with the central bit being red instead of blue.

Figure 8: Activity (left) and Steps (right) Patterns with corre-
sponding ’bits’ numbered (1 to 4) and type for steps’ pattern

3.3 Detection
3.3.1 Detection Loop. Our detection loop for each image from the
video feed uses the following steps :

• All contour finding : lists all the contour using opencv’s
function [18]

• Reference size : finds the triangle pattern to get the refer-
ence size (and pattern-to-reference ratio)

• Marker candidate sorting : uses the ratio and other indi-
cator to filter the contour and gets the likely markers

• Squaring the candidates : reorders the points of the can-
didate

• Project to square : projects the candidate to a square shape
• Marker creation : cuts the marker image into its coloured
bits’ to get its id (and check its validity)

This info is then passed to the Unity game and used to update the
in-game schedule.

3.3.2 Size Calibration. In order to automatically deal with the
possible difference in size between the video input and the patterns
used as reference, the first element searched is the size calibration
triangle. The idea is to use an element which is quite different in
size and shape to the others. Thus, it can be identified and measured
with some certainty. We then use the ratio between the video feed’s
triangle and the reference’s triangle to estimate the expected size
of the patterns in the video feed.

3.3.3 Pre-matching and looping matching. We also reduce calcula-
tion by minimising the number of patterns we are looking for each
loop. As the relative position of camera should not change during
the experimentation, the image sizes in the video feed won’t either.
Therefore, we can split the elements to look for in two categories:

• static elements which should not change during the interac-
tions such as user ID, step ID, channel and size calibration
(triangle size).

• droppable elements which need to be continuously checked
for any changes: the activity items.

While we need to update the droppable element as often as possible,
we can be more lax with the static element. This allows us to use the
position of those static elements and reduce the droppable elements’
search area as much as possible.

Figure 9: The backside of the prototype. The reference pat-
tern is on the top-right (the triangle), the patients patterns
on the right, the steps patterns on top and the activities pat-
terns on the rest
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4 PERSPECTIVES
With the TUI presented in this paper, we want to study the im-
pacts of the TUI on the users. The experiments’ population will
be nursing students from the already existing course that uses the
original Clone. The experiment uses different measures (multiple
questionnaires and in-game metrics). By having the TUI be as close
as possible to the original GUI, we hope that any difference on the
measures, between TUI and GUI, be the impact of the tangibili-
sation. After that first experimentation, our secondary goal is to
find metrics/aspect of special interest. We would make variants of
the TUI/GUI pair, with only one aspect of interest modified. Such
variants should give us insight in the relation of that aspect with
the tangibility.
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